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Pion-Nucleon Scattering in Kadyshevsky Formalism: II Baryon 
Exchange Sector
J.W .W agenaar and T.A.Rijken 
May 11, 2009
A b s tra c t
In this paper, which is the second part in a series of two, we construct tree level baryon 
exchange and resonance amplitudes for nN /M B -scattering  in the framework of the Kadyshevsky 
formalism. We use this formalism to formally implement absolute pair suppression, where we 
make use of the method of Takahashi and Umezawa. The resulting amplitudes are Lorentz 
invariant and causal. We continue studying the frame dependence of the Kadyshevsky integral 
equation using the method of Gross and Jackiw. The invariant amplitudes, including those for 
meson exchange, are linked to the phase-shifts using the partial wave basis.
1 Introduction
In the previous paper, referred to as paper I [1], we have given a motivation for constructing a 
pion-nucleon (n N ) scattering, or more generally a meson-baryon (M B) scattering, model. We 
have given the main ingredients of the model and, besides others, the (theoretical) results for 
meson exchange processes.
In this paper, referred to as paper II, we present the results in the baryon sector. We 
construct tree level amplitudes for baryon exchange and resonance or, to put it in other words, 
u- and s-channel baryon exchange diagrams in the Kadyshevsky formalism [2, 3, 4, 5].
The Kadyshevsky formalism is equivalent to Feynman formalism, since it can be derived 
using the same S-matrix formula. The main features for exploiting the Kadyshevsky formalism 
is tha t all particles are on the mass-shell at the cost of an extra quasi particle, which carries 
four momentum only. A three dimensional Lippmann-Schwinger type of integral equation comes 
about naturally, without any approximations as for instance in [6] and [7]. Especially at second 
order, this formalism provides a covariant, though frame dependent 1, separation of positive and 
negative energy contributions. In this way it is a natural basis for implementing pair suppression, 
which may also be interesting for relativistic many body theories.
In [6] pair suppression is assumed by considering positive states in the integral equation 
only. Here, we implement pair suppression formally, and to our knowledge for the first time, in
1By frame dependent we mean: dependent on a vector n M.
1
a covariant and frame independent way. This is done by using a method based on the Takahashi- 
Umezawa (TU) method [8, 9, 10], see also paper I. In paper I we studied the n-dependence of 
the integral equation using the method of Gross and Jackiw (GJ) [11]. This we will continue 
here.
In section 2 we start with introducing the concept of pair suppression. After discussing how 
it can be implemented formally we apply it to n N  system. The amplitudes are calculated in 
section 3. In section 4 we use the helicity basis and make a partial wave expansion to introduce 
the phase-shifts. We show how the amplitudes are related to these phase-shifts. This is done 
for the entire model.
2 Pair Suppression Form alism
To understand the idea of pair suppression at low energy, picture a general meson-baryon (MB) 
vertex in terms of their constituent quarks (see figure 1). As stated in [12] every time a quark
- anti-quark (qq) pair is created from the vacuum the vertex is damped. This idea is supported 
by [13] who’s author considers a vertex creating a baryon - anti-baryon (BB) pair in a large 
N , S U ( N ) theory 2. Such a vertex is comparable to figure 1(b), but now N  — 1 pairs need 
to be created. It is claimed in [13] th a t such vertices are indeed suppressed. Although it is 
questionable whether N  =  3 is really large, we assume th a t pair suppression holds for SU(F ) (3) 
theories at low energy.
F igure 1: (a) M M M  ( M B B )  vertex  and  (b) M B B  vertex
Now, one could imagine tha t this principle should also apply for the creation of a meson
- anti-meson (M M ) pair and therefore pair suppression should be implemented in the meson 
exchange sector (paper I). For the reason why we have not done this one should look again at 
figure 1 and consider the large N , S U ( N ) theory again. For the creation of a M M  pair at the 
vertex only one extra qq pair needs to be created instead of the N  — 1 pairs in the B B  case and 
is therefore much likelier to happen. Going back to the real SU(F)(3) the difference is only one 
qq pair, nevertheless we assume tha t a M M  pair creation is not suppressed.
Also from physical point of view it is nonsense to imply pair suppression in the meson 
sector. In order to see this one has to realize tha t an anti-meson is also a meson. So, assuming 
pair suppression in the meson sector means th a t a triple meson ( M M M ) vertex is suppressed, 
which makes it impossible to consider meson exchange in meson-baryon scattering as we did in
2In a SU(N ) theory a baryon is represented as a qN state, whereas a meson is always a qq state, independent of
N .
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paper I. From figure 1(a) we see tha t the M M M  vertex is of the same order (in number of qq 
creations, as compared to figure 1(b)) as the meson-baryon-baryon (M B B ) vertex in SU(F )(3). 
So, suppressing the M M M  vertex means tha t we should also suppress the M B B  vertex and no 
description of M B-scattering in terms of M B  vertices is possible at all!
This does not mean, however, tha t there’s no pair suppression what so ever in the meson 
sector. As can be seen from the amplitudes in paper I we only considered M B B  vertices, 
whereas in principle also M B B  vertices could have been included. The latter vertices are not 
considered using the argument of pair suppression as discussed above. We will come back to 
this later.
Since we suppressed the M B B  vertex it means th a t pair suppression should also be active 
in the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) [14] model describing nucleon Compton scattering 
(yN  ^  y N ). From electron Compton scattering it is well-know tha t the Thomson limit is 
exclusively due to the negative energy electron states (see for instance section 3-9 of [15]). 
However, since the nucleon is composite it may well be th a t the negative energy contribution 
is produced by only one of the constituents [16] and it is not necessary to create an entire 
anti-baryon.
The suppression of negative energy states may harm  the causality and Lorentz invariance 
condition. Therefore, the question may raise whether it is possible to include pair suppression 
and still maintain causality and Lorentz invariance. The following example shows th a t it should 
in principle be possible: Imagine an infinitely dense medium where all anti-nucleon states are 
filled, i.e. the Fermi energy of the anti-nucleons p F =  ro, and tha t for nucleons p F =  0. 
An example would be an anti-neutron star of infinite density. Then, in such a medium pair 
production in nN -scattering is Pauli-blocked, because all anti-nucleon states are filled. Denoting 
the ground-state by |Q), one has, see e.g. [17],
1 -  n F (p)________ n F (p)  \
Po +  Ep — ie po E p +  ie ƒ
At zero tem perature T  =  0 the non-interacting fermion functions n F , n F are defined by
S ret(p; 0, ro). This propagator is causal and Lorentz invariant.
The above (academic) example may perhaps convince a sceptical reader tha t a perfect rela- 
tivistic model with ’absolute pair suppression’ is feasible indeed.
As far as our results are concerned we refer to section 3, where we will see tha t intermediate 
baryon states are represented by retarded (-like) propagators, which have the nice feature to 
be causal and n -independent. We, therefore, have a theory tha t is relativistic and yet it does 
contain (absolute) pair suppression.
In the medium sketched above, clearly n F (p) =  0 and n F (p) =  1, which leads to a propagator
3
Consider a Lagrangian containing not only the free fermion part, but also a (simple) coupling 
between fermions and a scalar
L =  L free +  L /
=  ^  ^  f  +g'tpT'tp ■ 4> (1)
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the fermion part reads
( i /  — M ) f  =  —g r f  ■ 0  (2)
In order to incorporate pair suppression we pose tha t the transitions between positive and nega­
tive energy fermion states vanish in the interaction part of (1), i.e. f  (+) r f (-) =  f  ( - ) r f (+) =  0 . 
So, we impose absolute pair suppression. From now on, when we speak of pair suppression we 
mean absolute pair suppression, unless it is mentioned otherwise. Of course it is in principle 
possible to allow for some pair production. This can be done for instance by not eliminating the 
terms f ( + ) T f (-) and f ( - )T f (+) in (1), but allowing them with some small coupling g' ^  g. 
This, however, makes the situation much more complicated and is not worked out here.
Since half of the term  on the rhs of (2) finds its origin in such vanished terms, it is reduced 
by a factor 2 by the pair suppression condition.
Making the split up f  =  f (+) +  f ( - ) , which is invariant under orthochronous Lorentz 
transformations, in (2) we assume both parts are independent, so tha t we have
(^ - M ) V > (+) =  - | r v > (+) -4> , (3a)
-  M )  = - | r v > (_) • 4>. (3b)
One might wonder why we did not consider independent positive and negative energy fields 
from the start in (1). Although this would not cause any trouble in the interaction part (Lj-) it 
will in the free part. The quantum  condition in such a situation would be { f (±)(x), n (±)(y)} =  
iS3(x — y). This is in conflict with the im portant relations between the positive and negative 
energy components
{V>(+)(x ) ,^ W (y )}  =  (i? + M ) A +( x - y )  ,
{V>(_)(x ) ,V ^ ( i/ ) }  =  — {iij) +  M ) A ~ ( x  — y) , (4)
which we do need. Therefore we don’t make the split up in the Lagrangian, but in the equations 
of motion.
The assumption tha t both parts f (+) and f (-) are independent means tha t besides the 
anti-commutation relations in (4) all others are zero.
In order to incorporate pair suppression in the meson sector (see paper I) the only thing to 
do is to exclude the transitions f (+)r f (-) and f ( - ) T f (+) in the interaction Lagrangians. By 
doing so, only u and U spinors will contribute. Therefore, only these spinors are present in the 
results for meson exchange (paper I).
2 .1  E q u a t io n s  o f  M o t io n
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For baryon exchange and resonance diagrams the implications for pair suppression are less 
trivial. We, therefore, discuss how pair suppression can be implemented in these situation in 
the following subsections.
2 .2  T a k a h a s h i  U m e z a w a  S c h e m e  f o r  P a i r  S u p p r e s s i o n
In order to obtain the interaction Hamiltonian in case of pair suppression we set up the theory 
very similar to the TU scheme [8, 9, 10] introduced and applied in paper I. Since we only make 
the split-up in the fermion fields, the scalar fields are unaffected and therefore not included in 
this subsection.
We start with defining the currents
• / \ — I d £ j  d L i  \
3ip(±),a(x) -  ( Q^(.±)(x y  d {dß1p (-±) ){x) ) ' ( )
Solutions to the equations of motion resulting from a general (interaction) Lagrangian are Yang­
Feldman (YF) [18] type of equations
i/>(±)(x) =  V,(±)(a;) +  ^  J  dAy D a(y) {iß + M ) 0 [n(x -  y)\
x A (x -  y ) • j^(±),a(y ) . (6)
Here, we have chosen to use the retarded Green functions again, this, in order to be close to the 
treatm ent of paper I.
Furthermore, we introduce the auxiliary fields
^ (±)(x ,a ) =  ^ (±)(x) T  i f  d4yDa(y)( id  +  M )A ± (x  -  y) • j^(±),a(y) ■ (7)
J — tt
Combining these two equations ((6) and (7)) we get
1 “
i p ^ \ x )  = rtp^ \x /<j)  +  -  J  d4y Da(y) (id +  M ) ,e(x -  y) A (x -  y) • j ^(±) ,a(y)
±%2 ƒ d4y d -^n<yX ~ y ^ D a ^  +  a ( 1) (x  ~  y) ■ (8)
The factor 1/2 in (6) is essential. This becomes clear when we decompose A ± (x — y) = A{x  — 
y) +  \  A ^  {x — y) in (7). The first part (A) combines with (6) to the second term  on the rhs of 
(8) and the second part (A (1) ) gives a new contribution to as compared to 0  in the original 
treatm ent. We see tha t if we add and 0 (-) we get back the 0  in the original treatment, 
again. This makes the factor 1/2 difference in the first part of (8) easier to understand.
Similar to the treatm ent in appendix C of paper I, it can be shown tha t (x) and 
f (± )(x,a)  satisfy the same commutation relation and tha t the unitary operator connecting the
5
two is related to the S-matrix. Following similar steps the defining equation for the interaction 
Hamiltonian is
^ (±)(x), H i (y; n) u  V ] [Da(y )(± ) ( id +  M )A ± (x  -  y) • j^(±),a(y )] u  [a ] , (9)
Having discussed the formalism to implement pair suppression, now, we’re going to apply it.
2 .3  ( P s e u d o )  S c a l a r  C o u p l in g
In the (pseudo) scalar sector of the theory including pair suppression we start with the following 
interaction Lagrangian
L I =  g 0 (+)r 0 (+) • 0  +  g 0 ( - ) r 0 (-) • 0  , (10)
3 where r  =  1 or r  =  iy 5. We will not use the specific forms for r  until the discussion of the 
amplitudes in section 3. This, in order to be as general as possible.
From (10) we deduce the currents according to (5)
j ^(±),0 =  ( - g r ^ (±) •0  0)  ,
U,a = -  g ^ r ^ - \ o )  . (11)
The fields in the H.R. can be expressed in terms of fields in the I.R. using (8)
= i p ^ \ x / a )  T  J  d4y 9[n(x — y)\ [i(j> +  M )  A ^ ( x  — y)
x  r ^ (±)(y) • ¿(y) , (12a)
0 (x) = (p(x/a) + ^ J  d4y[Da( y ) , e ( x - y ) ] A ( x - y ) - j tpa(y)
=  ¿(x /a )  . (12b)
Equation (12a) was found by assuming th a t the coupling constant is small and considering only 
contributions up to order g, just as in paper I.
W ith the expressions (12a) and (12b) and the definition of the commutator of the (fermion) 
fields with the interaction Hamiltonian (9) we get
x), H i (y; n) =  - g  (id +  M )A + (x  -  y ) r ^ (+)(y) • ¿(y)
+ ~Y~ (*# +  M )  A+(x -  y) j  d4z T  0[n(y -  z)\
X ( idy +  M  A (1) (y -  z ) r  f (+)(z ) • ¿ (^ ¿ (y )  ,
3We note that this interaction Lagrangian (10) is charge invariant.
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f ( - ) (x), H i (y; n) =  g ( i /  +  M  )A -  (x -  y ) r ^ ( - ) (y) • f(y)
+ ~l^ (i$ + M )  A ~  (x -  y) J  dAz Y Q[n(y -  z)\
x  (* /y +  M  A (1)(y -  z ) r  f ( - ) (z) • 4>(z)4>(y) . (13)
Here, we have not included the commutator of the scalar field f  with the interaction Hamiltonian, 
because (13) already contains enough information to get the interaction Hamiltonian
H i (x; n) = -gip(.+) rv>(+) • 4> -  gtpt-') rv>(_) • <t>
, ig2 [ a
+  ^ J  d y
ig2
ijj(+)T4> 6 [n(x — y)\ (i$x +  M ) A ^ ( x  — y) TV>(+)</>
d4y 0[n(x — y)] (i$x + M )  A ^ ( x  — y) r 0 ( - )</> .(1 4 )
2 J L J x L J y
In (14) we see tha t the interaction Hamiltonian contains terms proportional to A (1)(x — y) which 
are of order O(g2). These terms will be essential to get covariant and n-independent S-matrix 
elements and amplitudes at order O(g2).
If we would include external quasi fields in interaction Lagrangian (10), then the terms of 
order g2 in the interaction Hamiltonian (14) would be quartic in the quasi field. Two quasi 
fields can be contracted
x ( x ) x ( x ) x ( y ) x ( y )  =  x ( x ) Q [ n ( x  ~  y ) \ x ( y )  ■ (15)
So, the terms of order g2 get an additional factor 0[n(x — y)]. However, since these terms already 
contain such a factor, we make the identification 0[n(x — y)]0[n(x — y)] ^  0[n(x — y)]. Therefore, 
all relevant n N  terms in (14) are quadratic in the external quasi field, just as we want. This 
argument is valid for all couplings.
y
2 .4  ( P s e u d o )  V e c t o r  C o u p l in g
Here, we repeat the steps of the previous subsection (section 2.3) but now in the case of (pseudo) 
vector coupling. The interaction Lagrangian reads
£ /  =  —  0 (+)r „ 0 (+) • +  —  0 (_)r„i/>(_) • , (16)
m-n m-n
where =  7 ^ or =  757^. From (16) we deduce the currents
U,a = ^ + )  ^ - ) \  . (17)
\  mn mn J
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The fields in the H.R. are expressed in terms of fields in the I.R. as follows
0 <-± -)(x) =  i p ^ ( x / a )  ^  I  d4yO[n(x — y)\ (id +  M )  A *-1-1 (x — y)
2 mn J
x  r » ^ (±)(y) • d» t(y )  ,
0 (x) =  $(x /a)  , 
d^4>(x) = [d^(p(x, tj)\x ia ---- —  n^1 (x)n ■ (x)
mn
— — n M tp^'>(x)n • r ^ ~ \ x )  .
The commutators of the different fields with the interaction Hamiltonian are
^ (+)(x), H i  (y; n) —  {i(j> +  M )  A +(x -  y) 
mn
fH------n  • r
mV7T
2
— r » ^ (+) • d » t  
n ■ r-0^ -1 h—— n • r
mn
- ) n  • r ^ ( ) 
(*# +  M ) A + ( x - y )  j  d4z r fId[n(y -  z)\ 
x ( i / y +  M ) A (1) (y — z ) rv  f (+)(z ) • dv t ( z ) d » t ( y )
x) ,H i {y \n )  = — — (i@ + M )  A  (x -  y) 
mn
H------n ■ r
mn
— r ^ (-) • d » t
n  • rV,('+ ') H— —  n  • P
i f  
2 to 2
(id +  M ) A (x — y) ƒ  d4z r»  0[n(y — z )]
x ( i / y +  M ' — z ) r v ^ ( ) (z) • d v4>(z)8 »4>(y) 
and from these equations we deduce the interaction Hamiltonian
TLi(x]n) =  — —
f 2
2 m ‘n 
f  2
0 (+ )n - rv>(+)
2 f 2 
+ 2m 2
V>(+) n • r v,(-+') V’*- -1 n • r V’*' ■*
,• f 2  /•  r ________ -|
+ - —^ I d4y 9[n(x — y)] (it/) + M)2m 2
x  A (1)(x — y) | r v^ (+)dvt
7T
7T
»
7T 7T
2
m
x
y
8
(18b)
(18c)
y
y
, (19)
(18a)
2 m l
d4y 9[n{x -  y)\ (i<f +  M)
x  A (1)(x — y) r vf ( )d vt (20)
As in (14) there are also terms proportional to A (1)(x — y) quadratic in the coupling constant. 
Also, (20) contains contact terms, but they do not contribute to n N -scattering.
2 .5  n N A 33 C o u p l i n g
At this point we deviated from [6] as far as the interaction Lagrangian is concerned. For the 
description of the coupling of the A33, which is a spin-3/2 field, to n N  we follow [19, 20] by 
using the gauge invariant interaction Lagrangian
Ci = ggi e ^  757« ^ (+) (dpt )  + 9gi e ^ V + W  ( ^ +))  (dp<f>)
+g9i 757a ^ (^ ) (dp<f>) +  ggi (dp<P) ■ (21)
Here, ^ »  represents the spin-3/2 A 33 field. As is mentioned in [19] the ^ »  field does not only 
contain spin-3/2 components but also spin-1/2 components. By using the interaction Lagrangian 
as in (21) it is assured th a t only the spin-3/2 components of the A33 field couple.
From (21) we deduce the currents
3 <P,a (x) 
j ^(±),a(x)
3 ^V±),a(x)
o, -  g9i e ^  757a0 (+) -  g9i ( ^ +))
-  g 9i { d ^ ^ j  -  g gi (dM~})
—ggi e»vap757a (d»*V+))  (dp0 ), 0
0, —ggi e»uap7 5 7 a^ (+) (dp0 ) (22)
To avoid lengthy equations we express the commutators of the various fields with the interaction 
Hamiltonian in terms of fields in the H.R. (9)
t (x) ,  H i (y; n) U(a) iA(x  -  y)&« [~ggi 757^ (+)
- g gi e ^ W h z l a .  ( ^ + ))  -  9gi e^  7 5 7 ^
- g g i e ^ W ~ ]757« U ~ \ a )  ,
f ± ( x ) ,  H i  (y; n) =  U (a )(± ) ( i / x +  M ) A ±(x — y) I"—ggi e»vap757« ^ (+) (dp0)1 U ( - 1)(a)
x
y
y
y
9
^ ± (x ), H i  (y; n) =  U ( a ) ( ± ) ( i / x +  MA) ( - )  
1„  , _ , 2 d ^  1 X \ 9nv + QA/r2 QA/T2 V3MA 3MA
(7m*5v -  *dMYv) ) A (x -  y)dy
x f —ggi e»v“p757a 0 (+) (dp0 ))  U V )  ,
y
where the fields in the H.R. are expressed in terms of fields in the I.R. using (8) 
i p ^ \ x )  = t p ^ ( x / a ) ± - J  d4y 0 [n(x — y)\{i<j) +  M ) A ^ ( x  — y)
(23)
x ggi e»vap757« d ^ A  (dpt)
Bp4>(x) =  [3pt(x,a)] x/o
- g gie ^ apn p Y5Yc -  9gi ^ l' ai3n p^ + ) ^ z l a  ( d ^ F )  np
- g g i ^ af3n p [ d ^ i  757aV ’( ) n p  -  g9i 01,3n pipi h s l a i d ^ l  Up
d p ^ i ± ] (x) =  \dp^ ±)(x ,a) x,/o
I 9gj  
2
( i f  x +  M a) n pn Y +  if (idpn Y +  n pidY) — 2rfnpn Yn ■ id 
1
x  ^7m'7^ ep,y“/3757aV’(±) (d/3</>)
T ! | i  d4y e [ n ( x - y ) ] ( t d x + M A )
1
9/j.u ~  g 7m7i^
x dpdYA (1)(x — y) epv“P757«^(±) (dpt) (24)
Here, we have already used tha t dP^ F  (x) always appears in combination with ep^ap. There­
fore, we have eliminated terms th a t are symmetric in p and ^.
W ith these ingredients we can construct the interaction Hamiltonian. Because it contains a 
lot of terms we only focus on those terms th a t contribute to n N -scattering
H i  (x; n) =
-ggi e ^ ap ( a ^ i F )  757«V’(+) (dpt) -  ggi ^ a/V (+)757a ( ^ F )  ( M )  
-ggi e ^ ap ( s m¥ F )  757«V’(- ) (dp<f>) -  ggi ^ apW ~ H l a ( ^ F )  (dp<f>)
— ^ e ^ aPf ( +) l z l a {dp t ) ( i f x +  M a) n ^ n ^  +  rf ( id^n ^  +  n^id^>)
— 2 ifnMn^> n ■ id 9w> ~  g I v l v ’ \e^l l ' a P  7 5 7 a- (dp't )
y
y
2
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— f e ^ ap4,(-)l 5 l a (dp4>) ( i f x +  Ma ) +  if, ( id^n ^  +  n^id^ )
— 2-fnMn M'n ■ id 9»»' -  ô l v l v '  I ^ ' l' 'a'l3' l5la.’f { ) {dp>4>)
(dp 4>) 6 [n(x — y ) ] ( i fx +  M a)
x ( SW' -  ô Iv lv '  ] 9m9m/A (1)(x -  y) e » v a p  Y5Ya' (dp ' f )
f  A e M iy a / V (  } 7 5 7 a  (d /3 < /> )  -  y ) ]  ( * f æ +  M a )
x ( SW' ~  3 ) 9m9m/A (1)(x -  y) e^'v'a'p'757«'^ (-) (d p f ) (25)
3 S-M atrix E lem ents and A m plitudes
Since the Kadyshevsky rules as presented in appendix A of paper I do not contain pair suppres­
sion, we’re going to derive the amplitudes from the S-matrix. The basic ingredients, namely the 
interaction Hamiltonians, we have constructed in the previous section (sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) 
for different couplings. As in paper I we also consider here equal initial and final states, i.e. n N  
(M B )  scattering. For the results for general M B  initial and final states we refer to appendix A
3 .1  ( P s e u d o )  S c a l a r  C o u p l in g
For the pseudo scalar coupling case we collect all g2 contributions to the S-matrix (see (14))
S (2) =  (—i)2 f  d4xd4y#[n(x — y)\Hi(x)'Hi(y)
—g2 d4xd4y 0[n(x — y)} 0(+)r</> [i(f + M )  A + (x — y) Ttp^cj)
S(1> =  <—i ) / d4x H i(x)
— d,4xd,4y T(j>] 6 [n(x -  y )] [i$x + M )  A (1) (x -  y) r ^ (+V (26)
which need to be added
S W + S W  = d4xd4y f (+> r f 0[n(x — y)] ( i f  +  M ) A(x — y) r ^ (+)f . (27)
We see here tha t indeed the A (1)(x — y) propagator in the interaction Hamiltonian (14) is 
crucial, since it combines with the A (+)(x — y) propagator (26) to form a A(x — y) propagator 
(27). Together with the 0[n(x — y)] in (27) we recognize the causal retarded (-like) character 
as we already mentioned in the section 2. The S-matrix element is therefore covariant and if
a x
y
x
y
x y
x y
x y
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we analyze its n-dependence using the GJ method [11] as in paper I we would see tha t it is 
n-independent (for vanishing external quasi momenta, of course).
Also we notice th a t the initial and final states are still positive energy states. We started with 
a separation of positive and negative energy states in section 2 and after the whole procedure this 
is still valid for the end-states. However, we have to notice th a t inside an amplitude, negative 
energy propagates via the A(x — y) propagator, but this is also the case in our example of the 
infinite dense anti-nucleon star of section 2. Moreover, in [6] pair suppression is assumed by 
only considering positive energy end-states, and this is what we have achieved formally.
All the above observations are also valid in the case of (pseudo) vector coupling and the 
n N A 33 coupling of section 3.2 and section 3.3, respectively as we will see.
The last im portant observation is tha t in (27) it does not m atter whether the derivative just 
acts on the A ( x  — y) propagator or also on the 6 [n(x — y)] function 4. Therefore, the P-m ethod 
of paper I can be applied, although it is not really necessary. This situation is contrary to 
ordinary baryon exchange, where the P  method can only be applied for the summed diagrams, 
as explained in paper I.
The summed S-matrix elements (27) lead to baryon exchange and resonance Kadyshevsky dia­
grams, which are exposed in figure 2. We’re going to treat them  separately.
------ q
F igure  2: Baryon exchange (a) an d  resonance (b) diagrams
The amplitude for the (pseudo) scalar baryon exchange and resonance resulting from the S- 
m atrix in (27) are
dKi
«4 +  ie 
d«i 
«4 +  ie
u(p's')
u(p's')
r ( p u  +  m b ) r  
r ( p  +  M b ) r
u(ps)A(Pu) , 
u(ps)A(Ps ) . (28)
4This is because S(x0 — y°)A(x — y) =  0
2
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Here P* =  A* +  nn — u k 1 and A(P i ) =  e(Pi0)^(Pi2 — M B ) (i =  u, s). The A* stand for
A „  =  ^ ( p 1 +  p  -  q'  -  q)  ,
A s =  ^ ( p ' + p  + q'  +  q) ■ (29)
After expanding the ¿ (P 2 — MB )-function the ki integral can be performed
(5(P2 - M | )  =  — ----- — (¿(«i -  k^) +  S(ni -  «i )) ,
|Ki — Ki \
k± =  A* • n  +  n ±  A* . (30)
The e(P°) selects both solutions with a relative minus sign. This yields for the amplitudes
g2 1 
M k'k {u ) = t t  u {p s ' ) [M  +  M b -  $+Rifi \u(ps)
2 (Au • n  +  n) — AU +  ie
gPS I I \  rn* A* rh I 1M k>k(u) = u(p s') [M — M b — $ + Kifi\u (ps)
2 (Au • n  +  n) — AU +  ie
M k>k{s ) = u(p's') [M + M b + $ + nrf]u(ps)
1
2 (A s • n  +  n) — A2 +  ie
M k'SA s ) = ^  u(p's ' ) [M -  M b + $ + Kif\u(ps) — ----------~2-----7i ---- r >  (31)
2 (As • n  +  n) — A2 +  ie
where S  and P S  stand for scalar and pseudo scalar, respectively. Taking the limit of k ' =  k =  0 
in (31) we get
Mq0(u) =  ^  u(p's ') [M + M b -  ($u(ps)
1
Uj I U O \ ±V± ±V± t-< Uj \ VO O 12 v ' L B ™ W ) u — MB +  ie
M 0p0s (u) = 9 u^ ( p ' s ' ) [ M - M b - g \ u ( p s )  1c*i \ l/ o  i n  ±y± t< w  u< n  1
2 u — MB +  ie
M 0s0(s) =  y  »(p 's') [M +  M b + $] u(ps) ^  .g ,
- B
M ooS (s ) = Hp's ' ) [M - M b + $] u(ps) s _ ^ 2 + .g , (32)
which is a factor 1/2 of the result in [6]. This factor is because of the fact tha t we only took 
the positive energy contribution. This difference can easily be intercepted by considering an 
interaction Lagrangian as in (10) scaled by a factor of a/2 and eventually identifying g/V% as 
the physical coupling constant. We stress here th a t although we have included absolute pair 
suppression formally, we still get a factor 1/2 of the usual Feynman expression.
In paper I we studied the n -dependence of the (approximation of the) Kadyshevsky integral
13
equation using the GJ method
M 00 =  M0ror +  ƒ  dK M0Kr G'k M ko ,
+  P a/3 f  dK
d d Mirrpaf j° 1V100
d n p
aM -  aM -»
dnp dnp
Im portant was tha t the integrand in the second line of (33) is of the form
J  dK k H(k)G'r , 
and in some cases a phenomenological ” form factor” is needed
F  (k) =
A2
AK — k2 — ie(K)i
Nk
(33)
(34)
(35)
For the details we refer to paper I. W hether (34) applies and (35) is necessary we need to check 
for every exchange and resonance process.
In order to do so in the case of (P)S baryon exchange or resonance we take a closer look at 
the denominators in (31)
(Aj • n  +  k )2 — A2 =  A 2 — MB +  2Aj • nK +  k 2 . (36)
From this we conclude th a t all n-dependent terms in (31) are proportional to k, therefore 
differentiating (31) with respect to n a will yield a result linear proportional to k. If we would 
only consider (P)S baryon exchange or resonance in the Kadyshevsky integral equation, then 
we indeed would have a situation as in (34). Looking at the powers of k, k ' in (31) we see that 
h(n) in (34) will be of the order 0 ( - ^ )  and the phenomenological ’’form factor” (35) would not 
be necessary.
3 .2  ( P s e u d o )  V e c t o r  C o u p l in g
The g2 contributions of (pseudo) vector coupling in the second and first order of the S-matrix 
are
\2 i j4—14S (2) =  (—i)2 f  d4xd4yd[n(x  — y)]H /(x)H /(y)
— -Af [  d4xd4y 0[n(x — y)\ 0 (+ )rM (<9M</>) (i(f + M)
x A+(x — y) (dv ¿)
5<- =  A
2m 2 I d xd  y 6 [n(x -  y)] (i@ + M)
x A (1)(x — y) r vf (+) (dvj>) (37)
X
r v
y
2
X
y
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Adding the two together
S (2) +  S (1) i f
2 m l dAxdAyd[n(x  — y)] ^ (+)r M (dMt )  (id +  M )
x A (x — y) (dv t ) (38)
leads again to a covariant, n-independent result (k' =  k =  0). See the text below (27) about 
this issue and other im portant observations.
The two Kadyshevsky diagrams resulting from (38) are the same as shown in figure 2. The 
amplitudes tha t go with them, in case of (pseudo) vector coupling, are
M k>k (u) 
M K/K(s)
f  2
2 mn
J L
2 m l
d,Ki . .
-----—  u{p s )
K1 +  i£
dKl . .
-----—  u(p S )
Kl +  i£
( r  • q) (Pu +  M b ) ( r  • q') 
( r  • q') (Ps +  M b ) ( r  • q)
u(ps)A(Pu  ) 
u(ps)A(Ps) , (39)
where Pi and A (P j) are defined below (28). As far as the k 1 integration is concerned we take 
similar steps as in (30).
After some (Dirac) algebra the amplitudes in (39) become
MVk  (u) — (M — M b ) ( —M 2 +  — (up>q +  upq, ) +  2M(ft
~t2 (k> ~  K) (p' - P )  ' n + \  (K> ~  K) 
~ 2  (u p <i ' ~  M 2) 2  ^  ~  K
1--< '  X1 ---- (K — K)
2 K ’
~ 2  (up'i  ~  M 2 >- -  (V -n ) i f ,
+ k  ( ~(p'  -  p) ■ n  ( $ + 2Q ■ n  ($+ M  if, -  -  (up>q + upq>) 
1
(p )
(Am • n  +  k) — AU +  'ie
m PV (u)
1
— (M +  M b ) ( —M  +  — (up,q +  uvq,) +  2M($
f 2
1 ' ' 1 ' 1 ' 2 ~ 7, ( k ~ K)(P ~ p ) - n +  - ( k  -  n ) [ i f , $ \ -  - ( k  - k )
~ 2  (u p <i ' ~  M 2) 2  ^  ~  K  ^
~ 2  (u p'i ~  M 2) [ q ~  2 (K> ~  K)
X
y
x
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+ k ( ~(p'  - p )  - n  $  + 2Q -n ($+ M  if, — — (up,q + u pq>) 
1
i (p)
(Au • n  +  k) — AU +  is
M V k(s ) = v2 m l
x(p 's' )
1
— (M — M b ) ( —M  + — (sp,q, + spq) — 2M($
1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 2 
-7>(K ~ k )(P - p ) - n - 7 , ( K - K) [ ^ $ ] -  7>(K
+ 2 (v ? ' _ M 2) + -  (V -  k) ifj
+  2 (SP9 _  ^ 2) 2 ^  ~ K^
+ k  ^ (j/ — p) ■ n  0  2 Q ■ n  M 2 'if — ^  (sp/q/ +  spq)^j u(P)
(A s • n  +  k )2 — A;; +  is
MPK (s) =
f 2
2 i t a(l/s,)
— (M +  M s) ( —M 2 +  — (sp/q/ +  sPg) — 2M(f)
1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 2 
~ k ) ( p  - p ) - n - - ( K  -  K)[if,(f)\- - ( k  - k )
+ 2 (v ? ' _ M 2) + -  (V -  k) ifj 
+  2  ( S P 9  _  ^ 2 )  2  _
+ k  - p )  • n  $  + 2Q ■ n  $ +  M 2 ^  (sp/g/ +  sM)^ (p )
(As • n  +  k) — A2 +  is 
Here, (P)V stands for (pseudo) vector. Taking the limit k' =  k =  0
M 00(u) =
MPrV (u) =
f 2 
Jy  
2 TO2 
x
u(p's ') 
1
— (M  — Mb ) (—M 2 +  u +  2 M Q  — (u — M 2
— m B +  iu
f 2
J f l '
2 m 2 
x
B
u(p's ') 
1
is
— (M  +  Mb ) (—M 2 +  u +  2M(Q — (u — M 2
— m B +  i.u s
(40)
(p )
(p )
x
2
1
x
1
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M oo(s) —
M qo (s) —
J L
2 to 2 
x
u(p' s1 ) 
1
-  (M  -  M b ) (—M 2 +  s -  2 M Q  +  (s -  M 2) <
s -  MB +  *£
2PV 
2 m 2
x
B
u(p' s s ) 
1
-  (M  +  M b ) ( - M 2 +  s -  2 M Q  +  (s -  M 2) <
(p )
(p )
s -  MB +  Î£
(41)
where we, again, get factor 1/2 from the result in [6] for the same reason as mentioned in section 
3.1.
Studying the n-dependence of the amplitudes (40) in light of the n-dependence of the Kady- 
shevsky integral equation as before (section 3.1), we see that, again, all n-dependent terms in 
(40) are linear proportional to either k or K . Therefore, when we would only consider (P)V 
baryon exchange or resonance in the Kadyshevsky integral equation, we would, again, find our­
self in a similar situation as in (34), when studying the n-dependence. However, looking at the 
powers of k and k ' in (40) we notice tha t the function h(n) in (34) is of higher order then 0 (4 j) .  
Therefore, the phenomenological ” form factor” (35) would be necessary.
3 .3  n N A 33 C o u p l in g
As far as the n N A 33 coupling is concerned we find the following g2 contribution in the second 
and first order of the S-matrix from (25)
\2 I j4„. j4S (2) — ( - i ) 2 J  d4xd4y 9[n(x -  y )]H ,(x)H ,(y)
S (1) —
- g 2ci d4xd4y 9[n(x -  y)]
x Avv' A +(x -  y)
m i /  ¿ m ,  m
5Yadpt  , (id +  Ma )
e ^ v a p  757« ' ^ (+)dp ' t
— - [  d4xd4 y d p t  0 [n(x -  y)]dMdM/ (id +  M a)
x f SW' -  3 Iv lv '  ) A (1)(x -  y) e ^ v a p  757«'^ (+)d p t
+ -
ig c^ v t (id +  M a) n^n^'  +  7/  (n^id^'  +  id^n^ )
-  2-/nMn M ' n  ■ id gv v
where
A[À,v
1
' v 'a ' p '
757</ f (+)0p ' t
■ _  1
SV 3 7m7^ +  3M2 3Ma (n^idv -  Yvidjj)
(42)
(43)
e
x
v
e a x
v
2
2
1
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Because of the anti-symmetric property of the epsilon tensor all derivative terms in (43) do not 
contribute.
Upon addition of the two contributions in (42) we find
S'C2) +  S'il) =  f  d4xd4y ,dp4> (icf + M a ) gvv> -  -  YvYv'x 3
x 9[n(x -  y)]A(x -  y) e » v a p  Y5Ya' dp ' t (44)
Again, we have a similar situation for the S-matrix element as in section 3.1. Therefore, we refer 
for the discussion of (44) to the text below (27).
A difference of this S-matrix element as compared of those of the forgoing subsections (sec­
tions 3.1 and 3.2) is tha t the derivatives do not only act on the A ( x  — y) propagator in (44), 
but also on the 0[n(x — y)]. Therefore, the P  method of paper I can be applied. Of course this 
is obvious since this method was introduced in order to incorporate terms like the second term 
on the rhs of S (1) in (42).
As in the previous subsections (sections 3.1 and 3.2) two amplitudes arise from this S-matrix: 
A 33 exchange and resonance, whose the Kadyshevsky diagrams are shown in figure 2. The 
amplitudes are
M k , k (u ) =
M k' k ( s ) =  - y- f
e ^ pu(P's')7 a 7 5 ^  (Pu)  ^ (fu + M a)
-YuY i ^ A ( P U) e^'v'a 'p' 7a 'Y5q'p'u(ps) ,x gvv
(P.),, (p.),,, Cr, + Ma)
x gvv 3 Yv Yv
'^  A (PS) eM v a p Ya'Y5qp'u(ps) , (45)
where P. =  P.\ +  uk 1, i =  u, s . P.. and A (P j) are as before.
Performing the k 1 integral is in this situation even simpler then in the previous cases (section 
3.1 and 3.2). As can be seen from (30) the A(P.) in (45) selects two solutions for k 1 (with a 
relative minus sign, due to e(Pi0)), which only need to be applied to the quasi scalar propagator 
1 /(k 1 +  is). This, because the P. is k 1-independent. Contracting all the indices in (45) the 
amplitudes become
M k'k (u)
g2-
— Y u (p 's>) (fu +  ^ A ) ( Pu W ■ q) -  g P2ii'  -  g f ui (Pu ■ q'
1 _ , 2
+ 3 fui (Pu ■ q) ~ 3 (Pu ■ q') (Pu ■ q)
1
u(ps)
(Au • n  +  K) -  AU +  is
e
v
2
1
2
1
x
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M K/K(s) =
g2.
--- Qu i p ' s ' ) ( f s + M A) [ P 2 ( q ' - q ) - - P s2
1
+  3
1
q) -  3 (Ps ■ q ) (Ps ■ q)
(As  • n  +  k) — A2 +  i 
which leads, after some (Dirac) algebra, to
' (Ps  • q)
u(ps)
(46)
M K>K(u) 2 P-u. (M  +  M a  ~  (2 m 2 — tq/q)
Pu f  (M  +  M a) H '  + -  (upq, -  M 2)
1 2
1
12 i  ^ (spi  ~  M 2 ~  2m2) -----^  i ' i  +  M a
+  sp/q/ — upq> +  tq/q — 2«(p' — p) • U +  4Kn • Q — (k'2 — K
1
4m 2
+  I2 ( P“ +  (M2 “  ^
4m2
+ spq — up/q +  tq/q +  2«(p ' — p) • U +  4kU • Q +  (k'2 — K'
— 4m2 +  sp /q/ — upq/ +  tq /q
—2k(p' — p) • n  +  4ku • Q — (k'2 — k2 ) I I — 4m2 +  s
—up/q +  tq/q +  2k(p' — p) • n  +  4ku • Q +  (k'2 — k' u(ps)
(Au • n  +  k )2 — AU +  i
M K/K(s) 2 -^ s2 (M  +  M a +  $ +  k" )^ (2m 2 — t q,q)
_ 3  ^  ( ( M  +  M a )  _  2  ( S p 9  -
(«■ +  tq/q — M 2 — 4m'pq  
1
3
2
1
X
2
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—  M 2lf  +  —  (Up/q +  1 -  2 (K> “  K ) n  '
-  (V -  k) (n • Q) if, +  («' -  k)($+ 2n ■ (p1 -  p ) $  -  -  (n1 -  n )2
Taking the limit K =  K =  0 yields
M00(u) =
M00(s)
— (M  +  M a — (fi) (2m2 — t)
- V- ( ^ M  + M a ) (2 M $ +  u - M 2) -  m 2$ )  
-  1 M a  ( M $ - m 2)^j ( m
+ 1 M a  { M 2 - u -  M$)^j  ( m '
2 2m u
2 2  2 m 2 u
M 2 m 2 u (ps )
1
u — M l +  is ’
2
- ^ u ( p ' s ' ) — (M  +  M a +  (¡5) (2m2 — t)
-  |  ^ (M  +  Ma ) (—2 M $ +  s -  M 2) +  m 2$ )
-  ^  +  Ma  ( M 0 +  m 2) ^ -  M 2 +  m 2^
+  i  Ma  ( s - M 2 -  M 0 )  -  M 2 +  ;
\ 2"
u(ps)-  -  ( M  +  Ma  +  <%) ( s -  M 2 +  m 2
1
s — M ' +  is
(49)
(50)
Considering only the A33 exchange and resonance in the Kadyshevsky integral equation and 
study its n-dependence, we see from (47) and (49) th a t we have a similar situation as in the 
previous subsection (section 3.2): all n -dependent terms in (47) and (49) are either proportional 
to  k or to k' and therefore (34) applies. The function H(k) is such th a t the phenomenological 
” form factor” (35) is necessary.
2
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4 Invariants and Partial W ave Expansion
In elastic scattering processes im portant (indirect) observables are the phase-shifts. In this 
section we introduce the phase-shifts by introducing the partial wave expansion, which is par­
ticularly convenient for solving the Kadyshevsky integral equation . By also using the helicity 
basis we’re able to link the amplitudes obtained in paper I and the previous section (section 3) 
to  the phase-shifts.
4 .1  A m p l i t u d e s  a n d  I n v a r i a n t s
Following the standard procedure, see e.g. [21], the most general form of the parity-conserving 
amplitude describing nN -scattering in Kadyshevsky formalism is
=  «(p 's') A +  BQ +  A '— +  B ' [n, < ((ps) , (51)
where the invariants A, B ,A ' and B ' are functions of the Mandelstam variables and of k and 
k'. The contribution of the invariants to the various exchange processes is given in appendix A. 
In proceeding we don’t keep n M general, but choose it to be [3, 5]
(p +  q)M _  (p' +  q')ß (52)
W ith this choice, n M is not an independent variable anymore and the number of invariants is 
reduced to two. This is made explicit as follows
u(p 's') [—] u(ps) =
1
¡(p's') [n,Q]
a / sp V  ^  \ / SP<l 
u(ps) =  0 .
u(p 's') [Mf +  Mi  +  2Q] u(ps) ,
(53)
As a result of the choice (52) the invariants A  and B in (51) receive contributions from the 
invariant A'. We, therefore, redefine the amplitude
M K,K =  u(p's ') A '' +  B ''Q u(ps) ,
A -  ^
1
(Mf +  Mi) A '
pr qr ^  Spq
B -  B +  r-
2
A .
\ / sp'q' + \ ß
(54)
pq
Besides the invariants A '' and B '', we also introduce the invariants F  and G very similar to 
[22] 5
M k x V ) F  +  G (a  ■ p ') (c t ■ p) X(s) (55)
5The difference is a normalization factor.
pq
22
since we will use the helicity basis. Here, x(s) is a helicity state vector. In [6] this expansion was
used in combination with the expansion of the amplitude in Pauli spinor space. The connection 
between the two are also given there.
The relation between the invariants A '', B ' ' and F, G is given by
4 .2  H e l i c i t y  A m p l i t u d e s  a n d  P a r t i a l  W a v e s
In this subsection we want to link the invariants A'' and B '' to experimental observable phase- 
shifts. This is done by using the helicity basis and the partial wave expansion. The procedure 
is based on [23] and similar to [7].
The helicity amplitude in terms of the invariants F  and G (see (55)) is
polar angles of the CM-momentum p ' in a coordinate system th a t has p  along the positive 
z-axis. In the following we take as the scattering plane the xz-plane, i.e. ^  =  0. Furthermore, 
we introduce the functions f 1j2 by
Next, we make the partial wave expansion of the helicity amplitudes in the CM-frame very 
similar to [22] 6
6The difference is again a normalization factor. We use the same normalization as [6] and [7].
F  = \ J (E'  +  M f ) ( E  + Mi)  ¡ A "  + ^ [ ( W '  - M f ) + ( W - M i ) ]  B"
G = y J ( E ' - M f ) ( E - M i )  I  - A "  + ^ [ { W '  + M f ) + {W + Mi)} B " J  . (56)
M K>K(Af , Aj ) =  CXf ,Xi ( M )  F  + 4Af Ai G (57)
where
CAf ,Ai ( M )  =  X\ f  (PO ■ XA (p) =  D jg f  ( ¿ 0 ,  - ¿ )  . (58)( )
Here, Dj_m/ (a, A  7 ) are the Wigner D-matrices [23] and the angles 0 and ^  are defined as the
4n ’ 4n 
Then, with these settings the helicity amplitude (57) is
F = —  , G = — (59)
(60)
M K,K(Af Ai) =  (4n)- 1^ ( 2 J  + 1 )M J ,k(A/ Aj) D J * ^  (¿, 0, - ¿ )  ,
J
=  (4n)- 1ej(Ai-Af (2 J  +  1)MJ,k(A/ Aj) d f ^  (0) , (61)
J
23
Jr 1 /0 1 ^  I , (63)
Using the partial wave expansion as in (61) we obtain the Kadyshevsky integral equation (paper 
I) in the partial wave basis. Here, we just show the result; for the details we refer to [7]
__ /*O
M 0J0(Af A*) =  M ‘7  J (Af A i ) + £  /  k n J (AfA„)
Jo
xGK (Wn ; W ) M KJo(A„Ai) . (62)
As mentioned in paper I, the K-label is fixed after integration.
Because of the summation over the intermediate helicity states the partial wave Kadyshevsky 
integral equation (62) is a coupled integral equation. It can be decoupled using the combinations 
f ( j - 1/ 2)+ and f ( j+ i /2)-  defined by
fL+ \  =  (  + 1 + 1  W  M J (+ 1/2 1/ 2) 
f (L+1)-  )  V + 1 —1 )  V M J ( - 1 / 2  1/2)
here we introduced L = J  — 1/2 7.
In (63) and in the following we omit the subscript 00 for the final amplitudes where k and 
k' are put to zero.
A similar expansion as (63) holds for MK" J (Af A*) and what one gets is
__  p CO
fL ± (w ',W ) =  /L ± (W ',w ) +  £ /  k22dkn fL ± (w ',w n)
70
xG  (W„; W ) f L± (W „,W ) . (64)
The two-particle unitarity relation for the partial-wave helicity states reads [22]
i [M J (Af A*) — M J*(AjAf)] = 2 ^ k  M J*(Af A„)M J (A*A„) , (65)
An
In a similar manner as for the partial wave Kadyshevsky integral equation (62), also the unitarity 
relation (65) decouples for the combinations (63). One gets
i m f L± (W ) =  k fL ± (W )fL±(W ) , (66)
which allows for the introduction of the elastic phase-shifts
f L±(W)  = i  . (67)
From (67) we see tha t once we have found the invariants f L± (W ) by solving the partial wave 
Kadyshevsky integral equation (62) we can determine the phase-shifts. The relation between 
the invariants f L± (W ) and the invariants f 12 is
1 f +1
h ±  =  ^ J  dx \P L(x ) f i  +PL±l ( x ) f 2]
=  f 1,L +  f 2,L±1 , (68)
where x =  cos 0.
7The labels L+ and (L +  1 )- in (63) and their relation to total angular momentum J  come from parity arguments 
as is best explained in [23].
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4 .3  P a r t i a l  W a v e  P r o j e c t i o n
Via the equations (68), (59) and (56), the partial waves can be traced back to the partial 
wave projection of the invariant amplitudes A '' and B '', which means tha t we are looking for 
the partial wave projections of the invariants A, B, A', B '.
Before doing so we include form factors in the same way as in [6]. As mentioned there, they 
are needed to regulate the high energy behavior and to take into account the extended size of 
the mesons and baryons. We take them to be
_ ~(k/~ k0 2 F{ A) =  e a2
- ( “ƒ+“?) 
F{ A) -----------Hie a'
for t-channel , 
for u, s-channel . (69)
The partial wave projection includes an integration over cos 0 =  x. We, therefore, investigate 
the x-dependence of the invariants. Main concern is the propagators. We want to write them 
in the form 1/(z  ±  x), which is especially difficult for the propagators in the t-channel, because 
of the square root in At . We therefore use the identity
1 1
w(w +  a)
2a 
+  —
dA
A2 +  a2
1 1
+  A2
(70)
which holds for w, a € R. W ith this identity we write the propagators as
1 1 1
-t A t -• n  + k - ■At +  i£
1
- A t • n  + k - ■At +  i£
1
+
2p'p 
1 A t • n  +  k
zt(K  - ;
dA 1
(k +  A„ • n) -  AU
n J  /a(K) Zt,A -  x ’
1 A t • n  — k f  dA "| 1
2
A t • n  — k
where p 'p  =  |p '||p | and 
ƒ a ( k) 
Zi(K)
2p'p 
1
2p'p 
1
2p'p 
1
2p'p z„(k) +  x
A2 +  (At • n )2 +  k2 +  2 «A t • n  ,
J f A( - k ) _ zt ( -k )  — x
dA 1
1
f A( k) zt,A — x
(71)
1
— [p7 +  p +  M 2 — R2 — 2kA° — (A °)2] ,
Zt,A
2p'p
—1 [p' + p  +  M 2 +  A2] . 
2p'p
(72)
The invariants are expanded in polynomials of x, like 
j± ( i)  =  [Xj ( ± ) +  xYj (±)] D (1)(± A t,n ,K )
1
2p'p
X j (±) +  xYj (±)
t^  n, 
Zt(±K) -  ;
+  X 2 ( ± ) +  xYj (±) F(At )
Zt,A -  x
OO
w2 — a2 2 w2 — a2w
1
1
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j ( u )  = J ^ ( x j  + x Y j + x 2Z j ^ F(-AuS)
2p 'p
j  (s) =  X j +  xYj +  x2Zj
z„(k) +  x
F  (As)
(W ' +  W +  k ' +  k )2 -  M 2
(73)
where j  is an element of the set (A, B ,A ',B  '). Furthermore, there are the relations in the 
t-channel
x j  (±)
X  (±)
1 ±A0 +  K 
-  H -------2 7T
dA
±A0 +  K dA
Za(± k)
Za(± k )_ 
X *(±) . (74)
The coefficients X j , Yj and Z j can easily be extracted from the invariants and they are given 
for the various exchange processes in appendix A.
W ith the partial wave projection
»1
(x) j(i) , (75)j L {i) = ^ J  dx PL j
where i =  t, u, s, we find the partial wave projections of the invariants
j ± (t) =
1
2p 'p
X j ( ± ) +  zt (± S )Y j(± )J  UL(At ,z t (± k))
+  f X 2 (± ) +  zi,AY2j (± ^  UL(Ai ,z i,A)
-Y j( ± ) R L(At, zt (±k)) -  Y j(± )R L(At, z4,a)
j L(u) =
j L (s)
(~ 1)£ 
2p p
X j -  z„(K)Yj +  zU(K)Zj J  Ul (Au, zu(k))
-  ^ - Yj +  zu(k)j  R l (A„, z„(K)) -  Z j Sl (A„, z„(K))
1 1 / 2
Sl,o +  3  Y i  SLA +  -  ( -  SLt2 +  <5l ,o )
' F  (As)
i  (W ' +  W  + K' + Kf  -  M% ’
(76)
where
Ul (A ,z)
R l (A ,z)
Sl (A ,z)
dx
P l (x)F  (A)
dxP ^ (x)F(A) ,
' -1
dx xP l(x)F  (A) (77)
4
n
11
2 z — x1
11
2
11
2 1
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5 C onclusion and D iscussion
In two papers, paper I and this one, we have presented the results for meson-baryon, or more 
specifically nN -scattering in the Kadyshevsky formalism. In paper I we have presented the 
results for meson exchange amplitudes and a second quantization procedure for the quasi field 
present in the Kadyshevsky formalism is given. We studied the frame-dependence, i.e. the 
n-dependence, of the Kadyshevsky integral equation, which we continued in this paper.
Couplings containing derivatives and higher spin fields may cause differences and problems 
as far as the results in the Kadyshevsky formalism and the Feynman formalism are concerned. 
This is discussed in paper I by means of an example. After a second glance the results in both 
formalisms are the same, however, they contain extra frame dependent contact terms. Two 
methods are shortly introduced and applied, which discuss a second source extra terms: the TU 
and the GJ method. The extra terms coming from this second source cancel the former ones 
exactly. Both formalisms yield the same results. W ith the use of (one of) these methods the 
final results for the S-matrix or amplitude are covariant and frame independent (n-independent). 
For practical purposes we have introduced and discussed the P-m ethod and last but nog least 
we have shown th a t the TU method can be derived from the BMP theory.
In this paper we have presented the results for baryon exchange. It also contains a formal 
introduction and detail discussion of so-called pair suppression. We have formally implemented 
"absolute” pair suppression and applied it to the baryon exchange processes, although it is in 
principle possible to also allow for some pair production. The formalism used is based on the 
TU method. For the resulting amplitudes, we have shown, to our knowledge for the first time, 
th a t they are causal, covariant and n-independent. Moreover, the amplitudes are just a factor 
1/2 of the usual Feynman expressions. The amplitudes contain only positive energy (or if one 
wishes, only negative energy) initial and final states. This is particularly convenient for the 
Kadyshevsky integral equation. It should be mentioned th a t negative energy is present inside 
an amplitude via the A(x -  y) propagator. This is, however, also the case in the academic 
example of the infinite dense anti-neutron star.
The last part of this paper contains the partial wave expansion. This is used for solving the 
Kadyshevsky integral equation and to introduce the phase-shifts.
Appendices
A K adyshevsky A m plitudes and Invariants
A .1  M e s o n  E x c h a n g e
Scalar M eson Exchange, diagram  (a)
=  gppsgs [u(p')u(p)] D (1)(At, n, k) , (78)
where D™ (At, n, R) = ^  ■ At .n+^ At+i£
A s =  g p p s g s D (1)(A t,n ,k ) . (79)
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yAX s  =  gppsgs . (80)
Scalar M eson Exchange, diagram  (b)
=  gppsgs [«(p's')u(p)] D (1) (—A t,n , k) (81)
As =  gppsgs D (1) ( - A t ,n ,  k) . (82)
A
X s  =  gppsgs . (83)
Pom eron Exchange
M k ' k  = 9PPm9P ^ p's'^ u(p^ (84)
Ap g p p p g p
M
The partial wave projection is obtained by applying (75) straightforward 
Vector M eson Exchange, diagram  (a)
(85)
M.(a) -g v p p  u(p 's  ') 
1
2g v $ -  -JJ2 ((M f -  Mi) + k 't/
x  Q ( V ? '  _  sp? +  _  up'q) ~ ( m /  _  m i ) +  2 / in  '
f f  1 1
^ 2 M y ( ^  M i)Q-\- — (Upq> +  Up'q) — — (Sp/q! +  Spq)
" 2M y V 2Q  (Mf + Mi ) + l  (m/ + m*2)
_ i / i
2 \ 2 /p +  SP9
+  (Mf  + Mi) n'rf, + ^  (k' -  k )2 -  (p' + p )  • tif:j
x ( ^ ( V ? ' “  sp?) +  ^  
x D (1)(A t , n, K) .
-pq' ^p' q) — (m^ — m |) +  2 Kn • Q t (p s)
(86)
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AV = gVPP ~ J J 2 (M f  ~  M i) _  spq + pq' q ) -  (m 2 -  m2P
+  2«n • Q^j + (upq, + up,q -  sp,q, -  spq) -  ^ 3- ( M j  +  M 2)
l  / 2 2\ l / l / \ 1 l / / \2
+  2 (m f  ~  2 V 2 +   ^ +  +  Sp9J +  4 _
l
-  (p'  +  p )  ■ n n )  - ( V g '  “  sm ) +  7  K g '  “  wP'g) “  (m /  “  m i )
+  2Kn • Q D (1) (At, n, k) ,
BV =
AV =
YV
X l
—2gvpp
gvppn'
~ M 2T
gv +  
gv +
iV
2 M y
f v
2Mv
(M / +  Mi) 
(M / +  Mi)
D (1)(A t , n, k )
— (m / — m 2) +  2 Kn • Q
1 _^(.Sp'g' Spg +  Up'qj
t,n ,K ) .
XVA =  —gVPP
3
4
- f r  ( M f  -  Mi )  Q  {E'  + £ ' ) 2 -  i  (F  +  f ) 2 -  I  (M 2 -  M,
_  -  +  2 ~  +  +  +  4 ^ ¡z  +  ^  
+ m 2f + m 2 - 2  (E'£ + E£' )  -  (E'  +  5 ') -  (F  +  5 )2 j  -  ^ 3 ^M 2
-\-M2 +  m2 +  m 2 +  — (k7 — k) — — (M f  +  3 A í2 +  3m2 +  m 2 
—2E /E  — 2E/E — 4E/E  +  (E  +  E)2) — 2 (E / +  E) K^ 
x ^  (E> +  £') _  4 (F  +  £ )2 -  -  (M f -  M 2) -  -  (m2f -  m2)
+  — ( E ' £  — E£ ' )  +  k (£ ' +  £  )
gypp f vp ' p  
M v
l  + 4M 2
/ +  E/)2 — (E  +  E )2 — (M / — Mi2)
—2gvpp gv +
— S (m f — m?) +  2 (E /E — E E /) +  4k(E / +  E)J 
fv
2M v
(M / +  Mi)
(ST)
2
lA
29
g y p p K
4M 2 9>' +  2 f e
( (E ' +  E' )2 -  (E  +  E)2
-  (M | -  M 2) -  3 (m f -  m2) +  2 (E 'E -  EE ') +  4 re(E ' +  E)
Vector M eson Exchange, diagram  (b)
(88)
M,(b) -g v p p  « (p 's ') 2gvQ — j j 2 ((Mf ~ Mi) -  kt/
X ( /I (Sp'q' Spq +  ^pq! Up'q
+
4
fV
) -  (m f -  m 2) -  2 ren • Q j^
2 MV 
/v  ( I  
2 V 2
2 (Mf  +  M j) $ +  — (Upq> +  Mp'q) — — (Sp'q' +  Spq)
Q  (M f + Mi ) + l  (m/ + m2)
1 'i 
_  2 V 2 ^p'p ^q,q' Upq/ Spq
— (Mf  + Mi) Kij, + ^  (V  -  k )2 + (p1 +p)  ■ riK^ j
X ^~^(Spf qf spq +  Up'q) (m ƒ m  ^) 2/i??< • Q
x D (1)( - A (, n, re) .
«(ps)
(89)
Av =  -
B v
gvpp - ^ 2" ( M /  -  M j )  _  SP9 +  MP9' _  up'q) ~ ( m /  _  m i)
-  2 nn ■ Q^j + (upq> + up>q -  sp>q> -  spq) -  (M f  + M 2
1 ( 2 2) 1 ( 1 / \ i 1 / / \ 2
+  2 (mf +  m *'  ~ 2 V 2 +   ^ +  +  Sp9 J +  4 _
1
+  (p' +p)  ■ M  - ( v , '  -  Spq) +  t (? W  -  Mp'g) -  (m ƒ -  TO?)
-  2 ren • Q D (1)(-A t,n ,re )  ,
AV — —
- 2gvpp 
gvppK
MV2
gv +
gv +
/y
2 M y
f v  
2 M y
(M f +  Mi) 
(M / +  Mi)
D (1)( - A t , n, re)
^ (Sp'q' Spq -\- Upq' Up'q)
-  (m f -  m 2) -  2 ren • Q ] D (1) ( - A t , n, re) . (90)
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x A =  -
x B
X A'
gvpp 
3
~ Ì k { M f ~ Ml) G  {E' +  £ ' ]2 ~ \ {E +  £)2~ \  (M/2 '  Ml )LV
~ 4  (m f  ~  m +  2 ~  _  +  +
+ m 2f  + mf  -  2 (E 'E  +  EE ') -  (E'  + £ ' ) 2 — (E + E)2 j  ^
+ M 2 +  m 2f + m f  + ^  (V -  n f  -  ^ (M f  + 3M 2 + 3m 2f + mf
(M 2 +  Mi2/v
4M y
2'
M 2
- 2 E 'E  -  2E'5  -  4E 'E  +  (E  +  E)2) +  2 (E ' +  E) K^ 
x Q  (E ' +  E' )2 - \ ( E  + £ f - \  ( M 2 - M 2) - \  (m 2 -  mf )
+  - ( E ' £ - E £ ' ) - R ( £ '  + £ )
g y p p  f v p ' p  
M v
1 +
4M 2
' +  E' )2 -  (E  +  E)2 -  (M 2 -  Mi2)
-  3 (m f -  m 2) +  2 (E 'E -  E E ') -  4k(E ' +  E)
- 2gvpp
gvppK
gv +
4M 2 gv +
f v  
2 M y
ÌV
2 M y
(M f +  Mi) 
(M / +  Mi) ' +  E' )2 -  (E  +  E)2
-  (M | -  M 2) -  3 (m f -  m 2) +  2 (E 'E -  EE ') -  4 k(E ' +  E)^ (91)
A .2  B a r y o n  E x c h a n g e / R e s o n a n c e  
Baryon Exchange, Scalar coupling
=  gf u ( p ' s ' ) — (Mf  +  Mj) +  M b — $ + u(ps)D (2) (Au, n, k) (92)
where the denominator function is D (2) (Ai; n, k) =  (k +  Ai • n )2 -  A2
gS -  ( Mf  +  Mi) +  M b D (2) (A„, n, k)
AS =
- y  ß (2) (A „ ,n ,« )
gS2
y K Ì > (2) (A„, n, k) . (93)
1A
1
i =  u, s
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g2
~Y A  _ 9 S
X s  -  “ T
y B  9 s
X s  Y ’
— (M f  + Mi )  + M b
_ _& bgS2 
~ f R
(94)
Baryon Exchange, Pseudo Scalar coupling
The expressions for baryon exchange with pseudo scalar coupling are the same as (92)- (94) with 
the substitution M B ^  — M B.
Baryon Resonance, Scalar coupling
M sk,,k = 9f u { p ' s ' ) -  ( Mf  +  Mi) +  M b +
As = &2
2
-  ( Mf  +  Mi)  +  M b
^ ■ D ^ ( A a,n,R) ,
2
A's  =  —  k ( A s, n, k) .
;(ps)D(2) (A s,n , k) . (95) 
D (2) (As, n, K) ,
(96)
X A gS2 -  (Mf  +  Mi)  +  M b
X B =
X A
2
9s -----— K
2
(97)
Baryon Resonance, Pseudo Scalar coupling
The expressions for baryon resonance with pseudo scalar coupling are the same as (95)- (97) with 
the substitution M B ^  — MB.
B aryon Exchange Vector coupling
m V =K ', K
f 2Jy
2m 2 ¡(p V ) -  ( ^ ( M f  + Mi )  -  M b J^
1 ( ) 1
( M 2  +  M 2 )  +  -  (Uplq +  Upqi) +  ( Mf  +  Mi)  $
1 1 1 2
- 7 > ( k  ~ k ) (p  - p ) - n +  - ( k  -  k ) [ $ , ( $ -  - ( k  - k )
2
X
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(p' — 
p) ■ n 
+ 
2nn 
■ Q 
D
 ^
(A
,
ta
to
^  to
t^O
tO I
tO I
I
to I Si
I
b
>e
J3
Si
g^3
g^3
g^3
to I I to i to I I
I
to I h-
1T3^
s^
I
+  
to I H
^  to
1
¿ L
to ^  to
£
^3
+ ^ ^ +
1
t o |  Si
I--------------- 1
to to g
1
S
i
+  
tO 1
I T
s
b
to
J ?
^3_
»o'
>
I s-
e
J3
S I
I
5 t
s
I
I
5 t
s
to
<o
to  I
g^3
to I
g^3
CO
00
V BVV
2 m l
f v  P'P
^2 (Mf  +  Mi) — Mß^j (M f  +  Mi)  +  — (m f +  m f
-  2E ' E -  2EE^  +  R ( E / -  E) ■ n  -  R (E/ +  E)
X # ' =  l ^ [ „ ' ( m ) - 2 E £ ' ) + n ( m f - 2 E ' £ ) }  ,
el - /
_  U KPP  
1 v  ~  2 5 mn
/ f l
X y  = v  [k1 Mi  — n M f  — (k 1 — k) Mb]  .
4mn
Baryon Exchange, Pseudo Vector coupling
The expressions for baryon exchange with pseudo vector coupling are the same 
with the substitution M B ^  - M B.
Baryon Resonance, Vector coupling
=  ^ u { p ' s ' ) ~  Q ( M f  + Mi )  -  Mb^J
X ( _ 2 +  +  2 <ySp'9' +  Spq^  ~ +  ^
(« - « )  (p ~P) -n -  ^ (k -  k) [4,($ -  ^ (V -  Kf^J
+  2 (sp'q' ~  M f )  ( M f  -  M i )  + $ +  -  (V  -  k) if j^ 
+ 2 ( SP9 _  M f )  ( M f  -  M i )  + $ - - ( « / -  k) ^
+ k (M f -  M i) (p' -  p) ■ n  + (p' -  p) ■ n  $  + 2Q ■ n  $  
- \ ( M f -  Mi)  («' -  «) -  l-  ( M f -  Mi)  fa  %
+ \ ( M f  +  M i ) i  -  \ ( sp 'q ' +  spq) u i ( p ) D ^  (A s , n
m v
(100) 
as (98)- (100)
, R) . (101)
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A v  = f v2 m l ~ ^  _  ^ ( V ? '  +  spq) -  2 +
1 1 \  K
~  2 (ft/ “  k )(p ' ~ P )  ■ n  ~  2 (ft/ “  K)2 ) -  2 (M f  “  M i) _ -P) ’ n
+  7 (sp'g' — spg — +  M 2) (M f  — Mi)
A v
— Mi) (k ' — k) (A s, n, re) ,
B v =
Vv
2 m l ^2 (M f  Mi) ~  M b J^ (M f  +  Mj) +  — ^Sp'g' +  spq — M f  — M 2^
+ K(p' — p) ■ n  +  2Kn ■ Q D (2) (A s ,n,  K)
f lv
B'v =
4mn 
f  2 f
(M,2 — Spq) K' +  {Mf  — Sp/q/) , D (2) (As, n, k) ,
4mH.
'M,  — KMf — (k ' — k)Mb D (2) ( A s, n, k) . (102)
x A = A .2 m l ( I  ( M f  + Mi )  -  M b J^ ( (E'  + £ ' f  + ( E  + £ f  
-  ( M j  + M 2) re) (E'  -  E)  -  ~ ( k ' -  re)2^
- ' ¡ ( M f -  Mi )  (E'  - E )  + \  ((£?' +  £ ' f  — ( E + £ f
X  v
— M 2f  +  M , — Mi) — — (M f  — Mi)  (re' — re)
x  v  =  -
x A/ =  —
J L
2 m l ^ 2  ( M f  + M i )  — M s ^ j  ( M f  + M i )  + — (E ' + £ ' )
1 1
+  — (E  +  £) — — (M f  +  M 2) +  re (E r — E)  +  re (£' +  £)
2
J L
4mn 
2 
v
f
f
4mH.
M 2 — (E  +  E)2J k ' +  ^ 2  — (E'  +  E' )
M, — M f  — ( — ) Mv (103)
Baryon Resonance, Pseudo Vector coupling
The expressions for baryon resonance with pseudo vector coupling are the same as (101)- (103) 
with the substitution M v ^  — Mv .
K
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3 + • • •2 Baryon Exchange, G auge invariant coupling
92-
M K>'K =  — Q u i p ' s ' )
1 ^ 2 A 1 / AM  , A M \ , A M fh I \ /„..2 , „2
2 (2  _  _  V?)
( ( 2  +  +  ^  +  2 ~  ^
+  ^  (spg +  t q>q — M 2 -  m j  -  3m-) ^
— Y2 (G“ ^ 2^ " ~  i ^  Y~ (Spq ~  ^ ~  2m^
~ ~ Y ~  i ' i  +  MA K ^ j  (P„ • q')
( ( f „ 2 +  ^  {Mf  -  M i) )  ^  (M '  -  w^ ' )
- - y  +  m a k^ 4 ' \  (p „ • (?)
u(ps)~  24 ( 2  ~ K1^ j  ^ ^  ^
x D (2) (Am, n, k) . (104)
Here, PU is defined in (48). All the expressions for the slashed terms (i.e. / ,  / ' ,  etc.), can be 
found in (145). Furthermore
Pu ■ q' =  ^ — M f  +  M i — 3m2 — m2 +  sp/q/ — upq/ +  t q/q — 2 K(p ' — P) ■ n
+4 Kn ■ Q — ( k '2 — k2) ^ ,
Pu ■ q' =  ^ M f! — Mj2 — m2 — 3m2 +  Spq — up/q +  t q/q +  2 k(P' — P) ■ n
+4 Kn ■ Q +  ( k '2 — k2) J . (105)
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12 (k' -  k ) (P_U) CM -  m a  (kM j +  n'Mi) (E'  +  E ' )2
+  (E  +  E)2 +  2E 'E +  2EE' -  2E'E -  M 2f  -  M 2
—3m f — 3mf +  4k (E ' +  E)
k , Ä 
+  24
(117)
V  A' va
2
g2i p p
^ ) 2 - K£ ' £ - f ( P S ) CM
^  (V  -  k) ( m 2f  -  2EE'  — (E + E ) 2 +  2£'£  +  M 2 +  2m f j  
^2 +  _  ~ ~ 2^K' ~ ^  ~ ^+  k ( -  [m 2 +  to2
- -  (V  -  n)2 k) (5' +  £)
(k ' — k) 
~12
-M 2  -  M 2 -  3mf -  3m2 +  (E  ' +  E' )2 +  (E  +  E)2 
+ 2E 'E  +  2 E E '-  4E'E +  4k (E ' +  E) } . (118)
5 92gi(P' P)2k (119)
XA ~~v!z {  [Mu'  -  MfK  +  M a  (V  -  «)]
, M a «' / ö  a  M a k s
A ' ' q '  CM A V “ ' q) CM (120)
2
V B> _  9giPP 
Ya  ~  6~~
M i K  -  M f  k +  M a (k ' -  k) (121)
3 H- ■ , , ,
2 Baryon Resonance, Gauge invariant coupling
M K'.K = 9gi ' a — iT U(P s )
-  P 2 ^ - ( M f  +  Mi)  +  M a +  $ +  ( m 2f +  to2 — t g
3
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4 p<,2(G((2 + + Ma'J i ' i  -  2 (S p q  -  M?) 4'
~ 2  (upi ' tq'q ~  — 3m ’j  — to2) $ + Rijitji (¡¡^
- J 2 ( ( ^ 2 +  ~Y~ ~  M i  ^+  I T  +  2m  ^ -  Upq'^
+~Y~ i i '  + MaKi i '  ) (Ps • q)
M a  / m 2
~ Y ~  { S p q  ~  M i
+ 2 {Ps ■ q')
1
— 2 4  \ 2  ) (Fs • qO (-Ps • q)
x D (2) (As, n, k) ,
u(ps)
(122)
where P s2 is defined in (48) and the slashed terms are as, before, defined in (145). The inner 
products in (122) are
Ps ■ q ' — M f  +  M 2 +  3mf +  m 2 +  Sp>q — Wpq/ — tq>q — 2k(p' — p) ■ n
+ 4 k r  • Q — (k 2 — k2
P s ■ q — ( M f  — M i +  m f +  3mj +  spq — uprq — t q'q +  2k(p ' — P)
+ 4 k r  ■ Q +  (k'2 — k2 (123)
n
a a — / I  P22 I 2 s -  ( M f  + Mi) + Ma (m / +  m i — t q'q )
1 - f
----P Z
3 s ^2 (Mf + Mi) +  M Aj  ^ V ? '  +  Spq) ~ 2 (Mf + Mf)
-  k ) ( p '  - p )  • n  -  - ( « '  -  k ) 2 ^  +  -  (spg -  M 2) 
x (Mf  — Mi)  +  — (M 2 +  3mf +  to2 — Mpg/ — t q,q) (Mf  — Mi)  
+  K (M f  — Mi) n  ■ Q
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1
+ Ï2 \  (Ps  M i) )  (Mf  - M i ) - 1-  M a
x ( M 2 + 2m 2f  — upq>) — -  M a  (up,q + upq>) — -  ( M 2 + M f )  
-  ^ (V -  k)(p' -  p) ■ n  -  ^ (V -  k)2 J -  k M a ( - n - p '  + n -  Q
-  \ ( K' -  «) (Ps ■ q)
1
+  Ï2
2 (j^ 2 H y  (M f  -  M i ) j  (Mf  -  Mi) + -  M a (spq -  M 2) 
+ 2 m a  ^ 2  ( V ? '  +  spq) “  2 (M f  +
-  ^ (V -  k) (p' -  p) ■ n  -  ^ (k ' -  k)2 j + kM a  ( n - p '  + n - Q
1
+ ~ ( k -  k ) (P s ■ qO
1
24
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B a ~ 9~ f  { l P° (m /  + m ¿ “  V g)
_  ^2 (M f  + Mi) + M a |  (Mf  + Mi) -  -  (spq -  M 2—  P 2 3 s
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1 / /2 2\
-  2 K )
“  (Fs2 +  M AM f )  (Ps ■ q) +  1  (P 2 -  MAMj) (Ps • «*'
, n, k) .
AA ggi Í K K2 / 2 , 2 . - ^ T  ö Ps +  m¿ _ t
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2 2
- - P 2 
3 s
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1 1
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s
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sp'q' +  spq up'q upq'
~ 2 i ( p s - q') (P * - ql s , n, K) . {126)
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9%{p 'p ?
3
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l
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x B 9%12 2)s ! CM
k'M a
1 ~
k'M - — kM j +  (k' — k) M a 
kM a /
(Ps • q) CM +  ■ 4 (A  • q 0 CM
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n, «„-Ma p 'p 
y f  =  91 u P P ( n ' - n )  . (139)
A .3  U s e f u l  r e l a t i o n s
A .3 .1  F eynm an
In Feynman formalism the following relations are quit useful
2(q' • q) =  m f +  m 2 — t ,
2(p' • p) =  M f +  Mi2 — t ,
2(p' • q' ) =  s — Mf2 — m f ,
2(p • q) =  s — Mi2 — m 2 ,
2(p • q' ) =  M 2 +  m f — u ,
2(p' • q) =  M f +  m 2 — u . (140)
s +  u + 1 =  M f +  M 2 +  m f +  m 2 . (141)
4 = \ { M f - M i )  + $ ,
4’ = - \ { M f - M i )  + $ ,
(M f  +  Mi)  (fy— — ( M f  +  M f )  +  u  ,
- { M f + M i ) Q - l- ( M 2f + M f )  + s . (142)
A .3 .2  K a d ysh evsk y
In Kadyshevsky formalism there are similar relations
2(q' • q) =  m f +  m 2 — t q>q , 
2(p ' • p ) =  M f +  Mi2 — tp'p ; 
2(p' • q' ) =  sp'q' — M f — m f
2(p • q) =  spq — Mi  — mf ,
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2(p • q ) =  +  mj - Mpq/ ,
2(p • q) =  +  m 2 - Mp/q . (143)
sp'q' +  spq +  Mp'q +  Mpq' +  Ìp'p +  Ìq'q =  2 (M / +  M j2 +  mj +  mj) +  (k ' — k) ;
2V®pVSpq +  Mp'g +  Mpg'+  =  2 ( M f  +  Af2 +  +  to2) . (144)
Ì' =  - ^ ( M / - M i )  + @ -  ^ i f ( n '  - k )  ,
^ ^ ( M f  ~  Mi )  + Q +  -  if(n'  -  n) ,
Ì  = -  ( M f  + M i ) Q +  -  (sp,q, + spq) -  -  ( M f  + M f )  - - ( « ' -  n)(p'  -  p) ■ n  
- - ( « ' -  k) [if,, <^] — («/ -  k )2 ,
Ì =  ( M f  +  M i ) $ +  - {up,q +  upq>) -  -  ( M 2f  +  M 2) -  -  (k ' -  n ) (p '  -  p) ■ n
+  2 (K> ~  K) ^  _  2 ^  _  K 2^ ’ 
f  = \  ( M f  + Mi)  if -  (n -p') +  i  \ t f , % + n -  Q -  ^  («' -  «) ,
^ ( M f  + M i ) i f +  (n • / )  +  ^ [^, $] + n  • Q +  ^  (k ' -  k ) ,
~ 2  ( M f  +  ^®2) ^  +  2 (V ? ' +  sp?) ^  +  2 ( M f  ~  Mi )  [if, % + ( M f  -  Mi )  n  ■ Q
(k1 -  n )n  ■ (p1 - p ) i f +  (k ' -  n ) ( n  - Q ) i f -  (k ' -  k ) $ — 2n  ■ (p1 — p ) $
21 2
— 2 (K> ~  K) Ì  >
=  - -  ( M j  + M f )  'if, +  -  (Wp/q +  upq,) i f  -  -  ( M f  -  Mi )  [if,, $] -  ( M f  -  Mi )  n  ■ Q 
(k' -  k)i>, ■ (p' - p ) r f  ~  ( k1 -  k ) ( i i  ■ Q ) i f +  ( k1 -  k ) $ +  2n  ■ (p1 — p ) $
- ^ ( k -  n )2if, . (145)
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